Gower Society Youth (GSY) Report 2020
GSY Project Grants
There were no applications for project grants due to the closure of schools and other young
people’s organisations because of the uncertainty of Covid19. Consequently, no grants were
awarded in 2020.

Activities
Covid19 has affected some of the work of GSY. However, not everything was cancelled
because Dawn Thomas continued to provide activities for Gower Society Youth and Schools
including some School Field trips. She also developed online educational videos for GSY,
Gower Society members and schools to use. She has given details of her work and her plans
for the future below.

GSY School field trips:
Schools started to enquire about funding in January 2020. The email launching the funding
went out 18th February. 21 enquiries were made by 9th March.
Unfortunately, due to the schools closing on 20th March, all field trips planned for the
summer term had to be cancelled.
One school, Clwyd Primary, that was planning to do a field trip looking at river animals
instead took up the offer of a virtual field trip. Dawn Thomas therefore created a video for
them on river animals for them to use for their home schooling while the school was closed.
On 1st September, a rescheduling email was sent to all schools that had enquired.
Although the government guidelines allowed local fieldtrips and actively encouraged
outdoor learning, a number of headteachers were nervous about rescheduling the funded
field trip in the Autumn term. Also, as the funding runs until December 31st 2020, a number
of schools who had initially booked in, did not take up the offer of rescheduling.
Other issues such as staffing and schools sending classes home due to isolation, also
impacted on the number of field trips.
At time of writing DT has undertaken 2 field trips and has 6 more booked in for the next two
weeks. Hopefully DT will get more schools to book as they become more settled in school.
However, with the increasing infection rate and classes being sent home to self-isolate in a
number of schools, it may be the case that not all funding is used this year.

Gower Society Recognition:
Schools which have undertaken field trips have been on twitter and some great photos can
be seen on-line.
Schools will hash tag the tweet with #GowerSocietyFunded. If they forget to add the hashtag then DT re-tweets to all parents with the hash tag added.
These messages would be sent to all parents in the School. So Knelston School, with over
700 followers, Tweets would have been seen by many more parents than the 60 children
who attended the field trips. Rob is doing a great job of re-tweeting all the Gower Society

Youth tweets and, with a following of over 1000 over the two Gower Society feeds, the good
work of the Gower Society is being publicised to many schools and parents.

Feedback from teachers and pupils from GSY funded field trips.
Going forward
DT has been very active with schools in developing the implementation of outdoor learning
through the new curriculum. Many schools have included “increasing outdoor learning”
into their school development plans. DT has been invited into many schools to train
teachers and advisors on this. Therefore, once the pandemic has subsided, next summer
term, there will be an increased interest in taking teaching outside the classroom including
field trips.
Plan for the future:
 More schools with the new curriculum are probably going to bring larger groups and
whole Key stages. Over lockdown DT has been developing new resources to manage
this transition. These will be piloted and refined over the next year’s field trips.
 During lockdown DT has developed new field trips in line with school requirements
addressing the new curriculum. These will also be piloted and refined over the next
year’s field trips.
 Building on from the successful engagement of schools with the Nature Days daily
challenges, see below, a resource base on You Tube will be used to support all future
field trips. This will reiterate the role of the funding by The Gower Society,
in developing resources by Nature Days.

GSY family activities:
We managed to have two family activities before lockdown, four virtual activities
undertaken during lockdown, and one, so far, undertaken since lockdown.
When lockdown was announced, instead of cancelling all family activities and not engaging
with the members of GSY, DT took the events on-line. DT set up live virtual events,
streamed through the GSY Facebook page. These were undertaken on the dates of the
scheduled family activities and filmed in local areas allowed by the lockdown rules.
The aims of this were to:
 Carry on engaging with GSY members.
 Provide engaging interactive activities for families to undertake in their own local
area.
 Teach about Gower natural history and instill interest in this area.
 Keeping the activities going even when all other events had stopped.
Once the live events had ended, DT took time to edit and improve the footage to create a
film which was published on the Nature Days YouTube channel. These are available now for
the public and committee members to watch. They have also been placed on the Gower
Society website. Statistics of how many people have engaged and watched the films is

available and shows that engagement is much greater than the numbers that would have
attended face to face activities.

Programme during 2020:
February 2020 Survival special.
We had a lovely time in the woods last week for our survival special. Some great shelters and
everyone managed to start a fire.
March 2020 Fossil hunting.
An amazing turn out for what was the final face to face event for six months.
April 2020 Virtual Spring stroll.
As the lockdown prevented face to face activities, DT took the event on-line and filmed a
live stream on the GSY Facebook page.

May 2020 Virtual Mini beast hunt and foraging video.
As lockdown continued DT filmed a second live activity this time on mini beasts. Due to the
popularity of the usual Mayday fete and foraged food, DT also created another set of films
for the member on foraging.
A total of 151 views for all films.
June 2020 Virtual rock pooling
As lockdown had been eased but still no meeting up of large groups was allowed, DT
ventured to Port Eynon beach to undertake another film on rock pooling. This was released
at a set time on Facebook and YouTube but was not filmed live.

July 2020 Oxwich photo treasure hunt.
Lockdown rules had eased to allow families to go out but not meet up in large numbers. To
prompt the members to go out but not to exacerbate the problem by encouraging large
groups, DT created a photo treasure hunt around Oxwich NNR. This was launched on
Facebook and YouTube along with an explanatory film on YouTube. This tied in with the
Gower Society photo competition and encouraged engagement with the Gower Society as
well as taught about the natural history of Oxwich NNR.

September 2020 Coastal foraging and Rock pooling.
Our first face to face activity since March. Due to Covid guidance numbers had to be limited
to 30 participants. Therefore, DT set up a ticketing system on Eventbright. Tickets for the
event were all taken the day they were released with many enquires on Facebook about
having missed out and if there were any more tickets available. Therefore, DT put up a
repeat event on the following Sunday. Tickets were all taken within half an hour.
The event was really well attended on both days. Covid secure actions were in place
including track and trace and limited numbers.
Feedback was that the members were really pleased to be there and appreciated DT
undertaking a second event to accommodate more than the 30 participants.

Activities included; gathering razor clams using salting, identifying edible seaweeds, rock
pooling animals and zones and dissecting a dog fish.
The events were also videoed, so that it could be published on YouTube for anyone who
couldn’t attend. This involved extensive editing and the sound was not great as the
microphone could not be used due to the set-up of filming at the event.

Going forward
If restrictions are to continue, then numbers will have to be limited based on the
government guidance. This will involve a booking system and restricted numbers. If
interest is greater than 30 then consideration will have to be given to repeating the event.
Also, if the Gower Society want the films to continue, then this will have to be thought
through.
Requirements for the continuation of the GSY events as they have been since lockdown:
 Numbers will have to be limited to government lockdown numbers.
 If the Gower Society want greater numbers, then events will have to be repeated.
This is doubling the time spent on provision by DT and her family.
 If the Gower Society wants the filming of events to continue, then a roving
microphone and an actual camera such as a Go Pro would really help. At the
moment all filming is done on an old phone which runs out of power and space on a
single event, so is not ideal.
 If lockdown comes back, such as the local lockdowns in place for Swansea, then
numbers will naturally be reduced to local people. This will have a knock-on effect
on numbers and may support the need for further filming of the events.
 If events are filmed then this removes a member of DTs family from helping with
activities. An external film person would help as DT’S family are also leaders in the
GSY events.

Feedback from Facebook
GSY activities

Field trips Feedback

Hi Dawn,
Thank you so much for a wonderful afternoon at Oystermouth. The children enjoyed very
much and wrote some lovely recounts on Thursday.
Hope to see you again soon,
Helen Morris
Year 2 Teacher
Oystermouth Primary School

